Abstract
Introduction
In safety-critical systems software quality is essential. The software must be correct with respect to its specification. In developing such safety-critical systems formal methods are used to specify the requirements and verify that the specifications are followed. Object-Z [9] is one of the formal languages used and is an extension of the much popular Z-notation. Another aspect of the design of quality software is Design by Contract™ (DbC) [4] . It prescribes the use of contracts among the various software components consisting of a set of invariants, preconditions and postconditions. Dynamically and automatically checking the adherence to these contracts ensures that the software as a whole adheres to its specifications. DbC is built into the Eiffel™ programming language but is not directly available in most other objectoriented programming languages.
Hence, formal methods and DbC address the two ends of the development process: formal languages such as Object-Z do an excellent job in accurately capturing the specifications during the specification phase while techniques such as DbC are effective in enforcing adherence to the design contract during the implementation phase. Unfortunately, this leaves a gap between these two phases since the specifications in Object-Z have to be carefully but manually converted to the corresponding design contracts in the specific programming language. This can introduce errors and eventually jeopardize the quality of the software. Automated conversion of Object-Z specifications into design contracts in the target implementation language can help bridge this gap.
In the past, various tools have been developed to do this automated conversion from Object-Z to design contracts for specific programming languages. The result has been a serious duplication of effort in performing the tasks necessary to construct these tools. A framework to create instances of these automated tools for any target object-oriented language would alleviate this problem. This paper presents such a framework, FOZCIL (Framework for Object Z Conversion to Implementation Language). A language expert can use FOZCIL to enter the language-dependent features and FOZCIL will generate an instance of the tool for that target language. The user can then use this tool instance for automated conversion of Object-Z specifications to skeletal code with embedded dynamically-checkable design contracts written in the target object-oriented language.
Background and related work
Z is a formal notation, based on standard set theory, which uses a stylized mathematical notation to express the properties of a system. Object-Z is an extension of Z designed to facilitate requirements specifications in an object-oriented style [9] . Object orientation improves the ability to handle complexity in large-scale software systems by supporting modular design and software reusability. Hence, it can solve some of the scalability and structural problems of formal specification languages.
At the programming language level, in 1986, Bertrand Meyer integrated part of the C. A. R. Hoare's programming logic theory into a design approach for object-oriented programming languages and termed it Design By Contract™ (DbC) [4] . According to the DbC approach, if the execution of a certain task relies on calling a subroutine to perform the sub-task, it is necessary to specify the relationship between the caller and the callee. The mechanism for expressing such conditions is called a design contract that is defined in terms of preconditions and postconditions. In any routine, its precondition expresses the requirements that any call must satisfy and the postcondition expresses properties that are ensured upon return from the execution of the callee. Another important element of DbC is the invariant that describes the unchanging property of a program or class. As a result, it must be satisfied after the creation of every instance of the class and guaranteed at the entry and exit of every routine. Adding built-in support within commonly used languages would make it easier for programmers to adopt design contracts in their day-to-day programming, like they do with the Eiffel language. However, doing so drastically changes the language and requires a major rewriting of the compiler. In the absence of built-in support for design contracts within popular languages, various other approaches have been tried to enhance languages with DbC [1, 2, 3, 5, 10] .
For safety-critical systems, it is highly desirable to automatically derive the design contracts at the objectoriented programming language level from the formal specification written in Object-Z for the software. A skeletal target code can be generated automatically along with code for checking design contract assertions. One of the advantages of this approach is that the compiler need not be rewritten since this does not change the language in any way. The other distinct advantage is that, since the design contracts are automatically derived from the formal specification, any inadvertent errors in writing the design contract assertions are completely avoided. By providing a one-to-one relationship between the formal specification and the design contracts of the implementation code, this approach is very effective in helping the programmer bridge the semantic gap between the formal specifications and the executable code.
This automatic conversion approach was used to develop a tool to do the automated conversion from a subset of Object-Z to skeletal code in the Java programming language [7] . An enhanced version of this tool was developed to do the conversion from a larger subset of Object-Z to both the Java and the PERL programming languages [8] . These tools allow the users to enter Object-Z specifications using a GUI, then further assists them in understanding the relationship between formal specifications in Object-Z and the converted design contracts in the target language. However, both these tools were developed from scratch by each of the authors independently, although the tools shared many common features and functionality, in particular all require GUI presentation logic to capture the Object-Z schema specification, and conversion rules from Object-Z to design contracts in the target language.
According to Pree [6] , software frameworks consist of frozen spots and hot spots. Frozen spots define the overall architecture of a software system including its basic components and the relationships between them. These remain unchanged (frozen) in any instantiation of the application framework thus can be reused. Hot spots represent those parts of the framework where the functionality may vary to fit specific application needs. Therefore, in order to develop tools for automatically converting Objec-Z specifications to design contracts in target object-oriented programming languages, it is much more cost effective for a developer to use FOZCIL that captures common features and functionality as its frozenspot. The developer only need to enter into the framework, and enter only once, all the languagedependent syntax of the target programming language for the framework to create the extensible hot spot of the framework. The tool instance thus automatically generated is able to handle the automated conversion from Object-Z to skeletal code with dynamically-checkable design contracts in that particular target programming language. Figure 1 shows how the FOZCIL works. 
FOZCIL design and implementation
Using FOZCIL to develop a tool for converting from Object-Z to an target programming language only involves several steps: 1) A language expert initiates the interaction with the FOZCIL; 2) The language expert enters the language-dependent features through a series of screen panels of the Framework GUI; 3)The expert saves the language-dependent features; 4) The languagedependent features are saved into an internal XML file; and 5) A FOZCIL tool instance is generated. This tool instance is a Java Archive (JAR) package file that can be executed on any computer that has the Java SE runtime. A OZ(Object-Z)-to-IL (Implementation Language) user now can use this generated tool instance. The FOZCIL tool instance generated is a standalone tool. The OZ-to-IL user can perform the automated conversion of Object-Z specifications using the same tool instance whenever there is a need. For each conversion, the OZ-to-IL user repeats the following steps: 1) The user enters the Object-Z schema specification into the tool using a series of screen panels of the Tool GUI provided by the tool; 2) The user saves the Object-Z specification; 3) The Object-Z specification is saved into a XML file; and 4) The user finally selects the action to do the automated conversion and the tool then writes the converted skeletal code with dynamically-checkable design contracts. Figure 2 describes the components of the FOZCIL framework numbered from 1 to 15 and the relationship among them. Framework GUI (1) is a set of Java Swing screen panels used to capture the language-dependent features. There are also menu options to load the existing language-dependent internal XML file, save the screen data to the internal XML file, and create the tool instance. Framework Control System (2) is the controller for the framework. It manages the display of the GUI presentation layer, flow of data within the framework, and coordination of the other components. XML Factory (3) is a factory for various XML processors like the XML Reader and XML Writer. XML Writer (4) handles the creation and writing of XML files. It uses a DOM builder to do the writing of XML content. Language-dependent XML (5) is the persistent representation of the languagedependent features entered through the Framework GUI. It is an internal file and is not visible outside of FOZCIL. Tool Builder (6) is the component that generates the tool instance as a JAR file. It uses build.xml for the building instructions. Tool instance JAR (7) is an executable file that can be run to exercise the tool instance. Tool Instance GUI (8) is a set of Java Swing screen panels used to capture the Object-Z specification. Additionally, it has menu options to save this data and convert it to the skeletal code. Tool Control System (9) is the controller for the tool instance. It manages display of the Tool GUI, handles data flow within the tool sub-system, and coordinates the other components. XML Reader (10) handles the reading of XML content. It uses a SAX reader to achieve this. The Object-Z specification (11) on save is persisted into a XML file. OZ-to-IL converter (12) is the component that handles the conversion of Object-Z specification to the skeletal code with dynamicallycheckable design contracts written in the programming language. It has code logic to handle conversion of both the language-independent and the language-dependent features. Language independent component (13) and Language dependent component (14) are described below. Skeletal code (15) is the output of the tool that contains the skeletal code with dynamically-checkable design contracts written in the target language.
The frozen spot in FOZCIL comprises of the Object-Z gathering logic including the Tool Instance GUI; the Object-Z persisting logic including the XML Factory and other XML components; and the Language-independent component of the OZ-to-IL converter module. The converter module encapsulates the conversion rules for the general object-oriented constructs of the Object-Z formal language. The Language-dependent component is the hot-spot of the framework. This hot-spot comprises the Language-dependent XML gathered by the Framework GUI; and the Language-dependent part of the OZ-to-IL converter module encapsulating the conversion rules for language-specific syntax of the target programming language. It includes the syntax for the following templates: class, method, variable declaration, enumeration declaration, and print statement. 
OZ-to-IL converter
The OZ-to-IL converter has both a languageindependent component and a language-dependent component. Both components contribute to the conversion of the Object-Z specification to skeletal code written in the implementation language. Figure 3 illustrates this concept.
The language-dependent component reads in the language-specific syntax from the language-dependent XML file and uses that information to generate the language-specific parts of the skeletal code. On the other hand, the language-independent component generates the general object-oriented constructs like the class, method, statement etc. of the skeletal code. Together, they compose the skeletal code.
FOZCIL is implemented as a Swing desktop application that runs on the Java SE platform. It uses MVC design pattern as shown in Figure 4 . This pattern isolates domain logic (model) from input and presentation (view), permitting independent development, testing and maintenance of each layer.
Figure 4. MVC implementation in FOZCIL

Conclusion
Automatic conversion of formal specifications into the corresponding skeletal code along with the dynamically-checkable design contracts to assert adherence to the original specifications represents a significant step towards increasing the quality of the software. Furthermore, the easy use of such formal techniques promotes a wider application of formal methods to the day-to-day software engineering process. FOZCIL is an important step forward in making this automated conversion technique more accessible to both the end users and the tool builders. By capturing most of the common, redundant, and reusable logic in the frozenspot of the framework, FOZCIL makes it cost-effective for a tool builder to extend the framework for any target programming language by just entering the required language-dependent features.
Having captured the language-dependent features, FOZCIL generates a tool instance that has the same functionality as the existing automatic conversion tools but with significantly less effort for the tool builder. However, due to page limitation, this paper is unable to present the FOZCIL framework in action by walking through all detailed steps of using the framework to create tool instances for the Java and C# programming languages and by exercising the tool instances to do automated conversion of Object-Z specifications.
A number of future enhancements can be made to this framework. One would be to increase the Object-Z language features that can be automatically converted by the framework. Inclusion of additional language features would make the framework usable for the specifications of more sophisticated systems. In addition, FOZCIL currently uses imperative code to do the conversion of both the language-dependent and language-independent properties. Another option to experiment with would be to adopt a declarative, open-source parser generator to create the OZ-to-IL converter by feeding in the appropriate language grammar. This approach could make the framework more flexible for further language extensions. Finally, it may not always be the case that the target language has all the types and operators equivalent to those in Object-Z. The OZ-to-IL conversion of FOZCIL can be supplemented by the conversion techniques such as utility assertion classes to provide the mapping functionality for unmatched operations [8] .
